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The Billism Christmas Holiday update… 
It has been a wild year. Many shifts. Many adventures. Many … 
 
Much time sitting in the wonderful gift from Teddi and Gregg… the thinking chair. Gramps used 
to figure out the world in his chair that sat on this porch for a very long time.  When I finally 
looked at why it was shifting so much… found that there was nothing holding it together… so… 
here is the new thinking chair. A place of solving so many context challenges these days.  

 Then… the wonder of my parents. Pop, suffered a major set of stroke challenges 
in April of last year. Now, the wonder of building a new and emerging system is pretty amazing. 
Mom and Pop putter at the daily challenge of being here and being all over it. A gift to be sure. 
Glad that Beck and Andy are closer than I to support and … sometimes we all gather. It is 
certainly an image in process. 

   
 
Turning to home… The EDC office moved this year. The adventure of the emergent growth, 
challenge of work and fun of great creative wonder is amazing. Playing in several roles. Film 
Liaison, Organizational Development, with an engagement flow map,  and Business Advising. 

   Hannah helping pack to move…. From our old digs to the Ventura County 
Community Foundation Building in Camarillo. 
 
Hannah … finished her time as the Deep End Intern… and Matthew started up.  A grand set of 
wonder to see both kids be so good at support and engaged in a challenging project. 

https://edcollaborative.com/
https://edcollaborative.com/edc-film/
https://edcollaborative.com/edc-film/
https://gsiodac.blog/
https://gsiodacblog.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/titled-engagement-flow-august-2018.pdf
https://edcollaborative.com/?business-advisor=bill-bartels
http://www.deependsessions.com/home/


 … So many moments that are lost to the 
flow of the year… and yet, not. The ranch continues to be a joy. 
Our partnership with Underwood Ranches has yielded a rich growing from the ranch ground 
and a wealth of learning about row cropping. 

  The partners of Mr. Bill and the Zen bears has been a talisian for the past couple of 
years. They remind me of the past… Mr. Bill … and the bears are shared with my parent’s dog 
Rock and … wherever I find myself. 

  
 Passing… seems like the year is full of passing. Dao, a great mentor and friend… more 
importantly, just pausing and remembering so many amazing moments from these angels and 
how they have touched and changed life …  

 
 
The Family is now in several places… Kids in High School at Fillmore, University of Portland and 
Tulane… Seems a good mix. Thriving 

 Laura and I putter along… 31 years in… the first image… anniversary… 
the second, a cruise. A wonderful time of rest. Surprisingly needed and a grand adventure. A 
gift.  
 



 So… Here we are…  A set of 
season’s greetings from the Bartels… may you be blessed in the touch of each day. 
I wake each day to this view. It continually takes my breath away. And … it challenges me to 
think about the wonder of all creation.  
 

 
 
So, from our Valley… to your home and hearth, the wishes of a fine season and a new year of 
adventure. 
 
Best, 
 
The Bartels 
Bill, Laura, Nicholas, Hannah, Matthew, Brando and Ace 
 

 


